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X. Itouto

This report describes an analysis of a model of the active

sonar detection process. The analysis was done in order to

estimate the effects of signal excess fluctuations on the

probability of detecting a sonar echo. The analysis is an

extension of an analysis that is described in Rot erence 1.

The model has the following characteristics: Each return

* 7 corresponding to a resolution cell has an associated signal

excess. A return is conditionally classified as an echo if and

only if the signal excess associated with the return is greater

than or equal to zero (a success). A return is unconditionally

classified as an echo it and only if it is the kth euccess in a

* ~sequence of no greater than n returns. This detect ion

criterion has been referrad to as a k--out-ot-n criterion.

For a~ resolution cell that does not contain a target, the

signal excess is negative infinity. P,-, a resolution cell, that

does contain a target, the c-igpial excoss ia a random euantity

that is determinad by a stochastic processi. Three stochastic

processes were considered in the analysis. The firat is the

Al, gauss-markov process,, the second is the lasbda-sigma juvp process

and the third is a zG-diftication of this process. In the analysis

*.that is described in Reference 1, only the laubda-sigma jump

processa and its medificatiort aere considered. A diacussion of

the gauss-uirkov process which supports its inclusion in the

analysis is contained in Reference 2 and an example of its usie in

an active sonar detection model is contained in Reference 3.



The active sonar detection models that are described in

Reference 3,, Reference 4 and Ref erence 5 are all based on a

M. k-out-of-n criterion. In Reference 5,, it-is suggested that k

equal to three and n equal to five give cwn adequate description

of the active sonar detection process in which an operator

dttermines the classification of the sonar returns.* In Ref erence

6,, arclmentsi based on operational data are given both f or
determining sonar rifturn classification in terms of signal excess

and for a k-out,-of-n criterion.

Since each return corresponding to a resolution cell has an

associated signal excess, the model can accommodate false

contacts noased on signal inputa but not false contacts based on.

noise alone. However, if in the model the probability of

conditionally classifying noise as an echo were .001, then with a

3 -out-of -5 criterion the chance of r false contact based on

noise alone would be leso than one in tan million.
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U. TheAative Sonar Detection Model

In the model of the active sonar detection process, the

classification of an echo is determinecA by its signal excess * A

sonar return is conditionally classified as an echo if and only

if the signal excess is greater than or equal to zero. The

signal excess is the difference between the echo signal-to-noise

ratio in decibels and the sonar receiver recognition

differential,, both of which are independent random variables in

the model. With XS'E(t) the signal excess for an euho generated

at a time indicated by the index t,, the signal excess is:

(1) XSE(t) - 10 log(S/N) - XRD(t)

where 10 lcg(S/N) is the signal-to-noise ratio in decibels for

an echo generated at that time and XRD(t) is the rucognition

~ / differential for the echo. The random signal-to-noise ratio in~

decibels is determined by the following sonar equation:

(2) 10 log(S/N) -XSLMt 2 XT-L(t) + XTS(t) - XNL(t) -X0X(t)]

whiere, XSL(t) is the sonar source level, )CTL(t) is the one-

* ~way tran~sission lose between tha target and the sonar, XTS(t)

is the target strength, X~~) is the noise level and XIt

is the sonar directivity indox. The random variable XNL(t)

acc-ounts for ambient noise, self noise ani reverberation and

repraewnts a power sum of these qua~ntities.

From Equations 1 and 2, the mean value of the signal exce~ss

is given by:

(3) SE(t) SL(t) -2 TL(t) + TS(t) -(NZ(t) =DI(t)] -RD(t)

where each term represents the nean valuo of its corresponding

3



random variable. In the models, the mean values are the values

that would be used in the sonar equation that Equation 3 usually

represents. From Equation 1 and Equation 3 the signal excess can

be expressed an followis:

(4) XSE (t) SE S(t) + X (t)

where 1(t) is a random variable whose mean is zero and whose

variance is equal to the variance of XSE(t). Equation 4 implies

that for each index t that ia involved in describing an

encounter there is a random variable X Ct) that determines the

fluctuations in the signal excess at the time corresponding to

I the index t.

The three stochastic processes that were used in the

i~i~ analysis to determine the random variables represented by X(t)

are described in Section III. Unfortunately,, it appears th1at the

Zollowing quotation from Reoference 7 has some relevance for each

of the procaesss: "As discussed-in Volume I,, it is common

piact ice L, pxarformance analyees to model aignal or noise or

sigt~al excess fluctuations as stochastic processes. The choice

of a apeoific process may ba based on experience but usually

tends toward mathamtical conlvenience."

4



S IIn. Two Simuation Programs

'Two simulation programs for an IBM-PC were used in the

analysis of the active sonar detection model. The two programs

differ in the stochastic process that determines the random

components of the signal excess. In the first program, the

stochastic r:ocess is either a lambda-sigma jump process or a

modification of a lambda-sigma jump process. In the second

program, the stochastic process is a gauss-markov process. The

programs which are written in BASICA are described in Appendix 1

and are listed in Appendix 2.

The programs simulate encounters between a submarine and an

active sonar. In an encounter, the sonar source level, the

transmission loss, the submarine target strength, the noise level

and the ,onar directivity index are independent of azimuth. In

addition, the course, speed and depth of the submarine and the

depth of the transmitting and receiving hydrophones of the sonar

are constant throughout an encounter. This implies that the

track of the submarine relative to the sonar is a straight line

and that the encounter can be determined by specifying following

quantities: the depth of the submarine, the depth of the

transmitting hydrophone, the depth of the receiving hydrophone,

the relative speed of the submarine, the horizontal range of the

submarine at its closest point of approach (CPA), the time at the

beginning uf the encounter and the time at the end of the

encounter. An encounter of this kind that begins and ends at

ranges beyond which the probability of detecting the submarine is

•,'•; . •.



essentially zero is called a complete straight line encounter.

For a complete straight line encounter, only the horizontal range

at CPA is 'required to d~termins the encounter geometry. This

range is called the lateral range. The probability that

detection occurs during a complete straight live encounter can be

wm~reased as a function of the lateral range. The function is

called the lateral range function or lateral range curve.

The lateral range functions plots that are in Section IV

were generated with the two simulation programs. The mean

transmission loss values that were used tm 4ý% this are plotted in

Figure 1 of Section IV. The values corrso~nd to horizontal

ranges from 2000 meters to 100,000 )t.ters in 2000 meter

incraments. For a target range that is not an integer multiple

of 2000 meters, the mean transmission loss value that is used in

the programs is the value corresponading to the greatest integer

A.multiple that io loes than the target range. Relative to the

programs, the transmission loss is determined by a step function

with a step every 2000 meters.

Because of the stop function nature of the transmissioni

loss, the relative track ot the tai~get in an encounter is divided

into sectors such that when the rq~ in within a sector the

tranemission loss is constant. The simulation programs generate

estimates of both the conditional and the unconditional

Iprobability that detection o.-curs on a sector.
Clearly, the encounters represented by the simulation

programs are abstractions. In particular, except for the nean



txansaission loss TL(t),, all ter=s on the right side of
Equation 2 are constant durirng an encounter. Changes due to

orientation,, location and relative motion are ignored. For

exras le, in addition to ignoring the change in the noise field

vith azimuth, the change in the noise field due to the doppler

~ . gain that raw -to from the radial notion of the sonar and the

submarine is also ignored. (More detailed models are described

N in Reference 3, Reference 4 and Reference 5.) However,, the

simulation progrars were assuzed to be adequate to satisfy the

A:.purpose of t-he analysis.

Because of the conditions described above,, Equation 3 can be

written as:

(5) SE(t) -SL-ZTL~r(t)) + TS (UIL DI) -RD

where the transmission loss at a time corresponding to the index

t is determnined by the sionar traitsuitting hydrophone depth, -the

sonar receiving hydrophlons depth, the submarine depth and r(t),

the submarine horizontal range at that tire.

Both the lam~bda-sigma jumi procesis and the gaus&-markov

process have been used to predict operation~al performance of

sonar system-s. This is not the case for the modifiod lambda-

v-19-a jump proceass. The modification was introduced in order to

deal with the observations that are reported i-n Reference 8. A

modification based on a log-notmsl distribution rather than a

shifted rayleigh distribution would have accomplished this also.

The choice of a rayleigh distribution was based on mathematical

convearience.

7



ý3 For a rayleigh random variable Y,, the density function of

its distribution is: fy(y) -2-'-awyMx(-a-ys) where y Z! 0.

wlith P-r(3/2). the mean of the distribution is: jp, O/

Sand the variance is: of - (1

ThQi modified lambda-sigma Jump process is defined as

follows: If X(t) is a random variable that is determined by a

modified laubda-B.Lgza jump process, then X(t) a -y Y

where H (t) is determined by~ a Pois"80. Process With a sea~n ra-re

lambda and the random variables Yl, Y2 , o* re indepandeatt

rayleigh random variables each with parazeter a. This jimplies

that p' - 0 and cy,= y. If a w(1-l'lo) then

aX . Conaequltly, it the random compnent of the signal

excess is determined by a ;aodif ied lambda-sgMa jump prCCss,

then tha standard deviation of the signal excess can be made

aqual to sigma by requiring tha~t a .l-

The correlation coefficiwit b-etwwen two random variables is

a meAsure of their dependence. r-o- the random variables X(t 1 )

and X(tj) which represent the randor comporent of the %signal

QXCGUG at tixes tj and tj and for tj > ti, the co:rrelation

coafficiont has the forn exp(-(tj - ti)/i1 for t1216 gauss-markcov

process,. the lambhda-sigza- jump process and the modified la~mbda-

sigma jump process. For each process, a value for the parazater

v and a value to- the parazater a a" sufficient to define the

process. The paramatar T is referred to ais tha relaxiation-

time. It io the reciprocal of the parazeter la.Wa in the

larba. m 3uzp- processes. For bot-h the lambda-Signa jtump



jump processes. For both it and the modified lambda-sigma jump

process, T is the expected time between jumps. If T - 0 for

any one of the processes, the random components of the signal

excess are independent. Otherwise, the random components are

. .dependent. If (i/T) = 0 for any of the processes, the random

. components are completely dependent. 'This implies that the

random components of the signal excess associated with an

encounter all have the same value, Consequently, if the value of

one of the random components of the signal excess is determined

at some point in the encounter, the value of all of the other

random components are also determined. Reference 9 contains a

discussion of factors affecting relaxation times.

An acceptable choice for a, the standard deviation of the

signal excess, appears to be more easily agreed upon than an

appropriate choice for T, the relaxation time. However, the

following quotation from Reference 10 is relevant both to these

choices and to the choice of an appropriate stochastic process:

"As of this date [1974] there is no unanimity of opinion as to

which process [lambda-sigma jump or gauss-markov] to use in a

detection model or what values of the parameters lambda and sigma

to use. It is not even clear (certainly not to everyone) that

this kind of detection model is uniformly valid. Some half-

hearted attempts at validating' this kind of model have been

made but the results can be characterized as at best fragmentary

and inconclusive. In my opinion, what is needed is a full-blown

- exercise whose sole purpose is to investigate the validity of

9



-. various hypothesized models for detection. Past attempts at this

have mwl been 'ex ~ i pos facto exuai 4ofsm kth

exercise data."

i~10



IV. f~JuainResul to

Encounter stiulation data are presented in this section.

The da~ta which are presented as lateral range function iplots and

~~4~%<as range sector probability of det6ctlon tables are from

4 simulations that are based on the propagation loss values that

are plotted in Fi~gure 1, the encounter values that are listed ia

Table I and a 3-~cut-of'-5 criterion.

- .Z.or the siLlattd encounters, the lateral r-ange fuaiction

4 ~plots in F~igure 2 through Figure 6 indicate the effect on the

encounter probability of detection of the transmission loss

function, especially the increase withi range because of the

convergence zone component. !;mt., in particular, the figuras

v -indic-ate the effect on the encounter probability of detection of

I ~ a gause-m=rkoii process relative to that a lambda-sigma jump

-~. ,~*process for various relaxation times. Figure 7 is representative

of the effect on encounter detection probability of a modified

lambda-sigma jump process relative to that of the unmodified

process. For additional comparison plots for the same simulated

encounters, see Reference 1.

Except for the CPA range sector, each range sector is

-. 4. -associated with two track segments that are symmetric about the

CPA. The CPA ra-nge sector is associated with a single track

segment that is bisected by the CPA. Table 2 and Table 3 list-

the probability of detection estimates cn a track segment as a

function of the traý:k segme1t's distaince from CPA and the range



so~t~or associated with the track seza~nt. Table 4 and Table 5

do~ this for the conditional probability of detection estimates.

The values in Table 2 and Table 3 are estimates of the

probability that detection will occur on a track segment. The

values in Table 4 and in Table 5 are estimates of the probability

that detection will occur on a track segment given detection has

not already occurred on an earlier track sagqwnt.

The length of the simulated straight line encounters that

were used in the analysis was restricted by the requirement that

the rangt, frcom th-A sonar at the end points of an encounter loe

ltes fltan or equal to 100 kilometers. Because of this

rostriction, ',;he encounter track ler'thi is 120 kilometers for an

A encounter lateral range of 30 kilometers and the ence.,anter track
length is approximatel'y 200 kilometers for an encounter lateral

range of 10 killometeirs. HIow*"%r, for the simulated acoustic

con~ditions, the trwn'iospotn loss for a range of 100 kilometers

is 94.2 d1 If transmission lcjs values for range*s great*. than

100 kilomet'ers were c-ontant aind sq~ual to 94.2 dS rather than

geneqrally increasing, f'nr an eft2o from c tcarget th-t was at a

range greater than 1.00 kilo=,i-.srs, the piobability of

cond"Ltionally classifying the acho as an echo would be ir. the

iieighbortmood of .000015. Vnus, increasing the length of the

simulate-1 encounters should only r*ke a negligible 1mý:.raase in

the value of the encounter probability of de':ekction estimates.

Te probability estimiates gene%'ated by the programs

represent samples from birnoiuial distributions to the dogree of

.4.2



z~a~omessof the program simulations. However, thie sample size

of the estimates is not constant. In a simulated encounter,, the

* ~encounter is terminated when a detection occurs. Conveq~aently,

for a given numbar of repetitions of an encounter simulation, the

sample size for a range sector depends oon the number of

datei~tions that have occurred in track segments prior to the

track segment associated with the range. sector. Because of this,

each simulated encounter was repeated 1000 times in order to

genorate the lateral range function plot and sector probability

of detection estimates. This number of samples is statistically

sufficient for the purpose of the analysis reported here.

se,

. j ... j..1
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Figure 1. A plot of the encounter transmission loss values in dB

I '. against their corresponding ranges in kilaaters. The values are

listed in Appendix 4.
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1 A

Recognition Differential 20 dB

Source Level 215 dB

Target Strength 5 dB

Noises Level 65 dB

I ifrectivilty Indow 20 dB

Standard Deviation: a 8 dB

-- 4Ping Cycle Time 61 seconds

Table 1. The parameter values for thie simulated encounters.

.15
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-r of infinity.
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§212 Table 2. Range etor probability of detection estimates for a

gauss-markov process, a lateral ranqe of 10,000 meters, a

relaxation time -v of 3 minutes and a 3-out-of-5 criterion.

Range sector and distan"- from CPA values are in maters and zero

probability values are not listed.

-c. --2

•,•

•..'÷.•; -:.2,
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probability range sector distance from CPA

.01 76000 -74330

.132 74000 -72312

.089 72000 -70292
:062 70000 -68272
.029 68000 -66250
.045 66000 -64226
.007 64000 -62201
.003 62000 -60175
.001 50000 -47969
• 001 48000 -45924
: 001. 40000 -37697
.002 38000 -35623
.001 26000 -22913
.007 12000 -4583
.007 10000 0
.001 12000 4583
.001 32000 29343
•001 38000 35623
.001 46000 43875
.002 50000 47969
.001 52000 50010
.001 58000 56116
•302 60000 58146
.007 62000 60175
.040 64000 62201
.030 66000 64226
.046 68000 66250
.060 70000 68272
.054 72000 70292
.009 74000 72312

23
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Table 3. Range sector probability of detection estinatez for a

lambda-sigma jump process, a lateral range of 10,000 meters, a

relaxation time T of 3 minutes and a 3-out-of -5 criterion.

- Range sector and distance from CPA values are in meters and zero

~fl probability values are not listed.

'.1- .
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probability range sector distance from CPA

.01 76000 -74330

.147 74000 -72312

.090 72000 -70292

.061 70000 -68272

.046 68000 -66250
.033 66000 -64226
.017 64000 -62201.
.005 62000 -60175
.001 60)000 -58146
.003 52000 -50010
.002 50000 -47969
.001 48000 -45924

St.003 46000 -43875
.002 42000 -39762
.001 40000 -37697
.001 38000 -35623
.001 28000 -25080
.001 26000 -22913
.01 24000 -20712

.0320000 -16155
.002 18000 -13748
.012 12000 -4583
.0081000

(.001 10080
.001 16000 11180
.003 20000 16155
.001 22000 18466
.001 26000 22913
.003 28000 25080
.002 30000 27221
.001 32000 29343
.001 36000 35541
.001 40000 37696
.001 44000 41821
.003 46000 43875

-- v-A.004 48000 45924
.002 50000 47969
.C01 56000 54083

-00558000 56116
.005 60000 58146
.010 62000 60175
.040 64000 62201
.029 66000 64226/.03'? 68000 66250
.04-j 70000 6b272

4.046 72000 70292
.005 74000 72312

25



Table 4. Range sector conditional probability of detection

I estimates for a gauss-markov process, a lateral range of 10,000

meters, a relaxation time of 3 minutes and a 3-oUt-of-5

criterion. Range sector and distance from CPA values are in

-~ meters and zero probability values are not listed.

S26



t~.probability range sector distance from CPA

n 'i. 76000 -74330
.133 74000 -72312
.104 72000 -70292
.081 70000 -68272
.041 68000 -66250
.066 66000 -64226
O0il 64000 -62201

.005 62000 -60175

.002 50000 -47969

.002 48000 -45924
.002 40000 -37697
.003 38000 -35623
.002 26000 -22913

;J.011 12000 -4583
~v.1..011 10000 0
S.002 12000 4583

.002 32000 29343

.002 38000 35623
.002 46000 43875
.003 50000 47969
.002 52000 50010
.002 58000 16
.003 60000 58146
.012 62000 60175

g.068 64000 62201
S..055 66000 64226

.089 68000 66250

.128 70000 68272
.132 72000 -10292

- -- ~.025 74000 72312

VS. -
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Table 5. Range sector conditional probability of detection

estimates for a lambda-sigma jump process, a lateral range of

10,000 meters, a relaxation time T of 3 minutes and aI?3-out-of -5 criterion. Range sector and distance from CPA values

are in meters and zero probability values are not listed.

"A ~26



probability range se~ctor distanc* from CPA

.01 76000 -74310

.148 74000 -72312
.107 72000 --70292
.06i. 70000 -68272
.066 68000 -66250
.051 66000 -64226V.027 64000 -62201
.009 62000 -60175
.002 60000 -58146

.0552000 -50010
.003 50000 -47969

:0248000 -45924
& '.005 46000 -43875

.003 42000 -39762
.002 40000 -37697
.002 38000 -35623
.002 28000 -25080
.002 26000 -22913

k.002 24000 -20712
.003 20000 16155
.008 18000 -13748
.021 12000 -4583
.014 10000 0
.002 14000 8307
.002 16000 11180
.005 20000 16155

W.002 22000 18466iT.002 26000 22913
.006 28000 25080
.004 30000 27221
.002 32000 29343
.002 36000 35541
.002 40000 37696
.002 44000 41821
.006 46000 43875
.008 48000 459024
.004 50000 47969
.002 56000 54083
.010 58000 56116
.010 60000 58146
.020 62000 60175
.079 64000 62201
.063 66000 64226
.090 68000 66250
.109 70000 68272
.131 72000 70292
.016 74000 72312
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v. k13 Moo~iIMS

For the simulated encounters,* the lateral range function

plots in Section IV suggest that the probability of detection

during an en1nt 6 a uaximum for a relaxation time in the

nei~oorhood of 3 minutes for the gauss-markov process as well as

for the lambda-sigba jump process. A heuristic argumeint for this

apparent relation between probability of detection,, relaxation

time and detection criterion for the lambda-sigma jump process is

given in Appendix 3.

For the simulated encounters-and a relaxation time of 3

minutes,, the lateral range function plots in Section IV also

suggest that the probability of detection during an encounter for

the gauss-markov process and for laubda-sigma jump process are

essentially equivalent. This apparent equivalence does not hold

generally. For example, for relaxation times of 10 minutes and

iN. ~60 minutes,, the probability of detection %A.r'-ing an encounter for

the gause-uarkov process is greater than that for the ldimbda-

sigma jump process. Hiowever, for both processes, the lateral

range function plots for a relaxation time of zero correspond to

en'counters in which the random componentz of the signal excess

are independent gaussian random variables. And, for both

processes, the lateral range function plots for a relaxation time

of infinity corrsporA- te, encounters in which the random
conponents of the signal excess are dependent gauss-ian random

r-variab~les with correlation coefficients of one. Consequently, in

-~ -'the limit for a relaxation tine of zero or infinity, the two
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pro~aeaare equivalent. Figure 5 shows their lateral range

plots for a relaxation time of zero and Figure 6 shows their

lateral range plots for a relaxation time of infinity.

In Table 6 on Page 33,, for the nominal encounter ping cycle

tie of 60 seconds and a lambda-sigma jump process,, conditional

probability of detection estimates are listed for a 1-out-of-i

detection criterion and a 3-out-of-5 .detection criterion. (in

a 1-out-of-i detection criterion, a return is unconditionally

-classified as an echo if and only if the signal excess associated

4 with the return is greater than or equal to zero.)

Also, in Table 6. conditional probabilities of detection are

.~ ~4listed for an encounter vith a single ping per sector, 1-out-ofi

detection criterion. For an encounter with a single ping per

sector,, 1-out-of-i detection criterion,, I(SE/o) is the

conditional probability of detection for a range sector where

.4 indicates tho standard normal (gaussian) cumulative distribution

function. Conditional probabilities of detection determined for

a range sector by I (SE/it) have been used to construct

probability of detection maps. Table 6 suggests that for a

laxmbda-vigma jump proccesr, the conditional probabilities of

detection for a 3-out-of -5 detection criterion maay not be

significantly different from the values detarmined by 9 (SE/o).

However, in Appendix 3, a heuristic argument indicates that for a

lambda-sigma jump process, a 3-out-of-5 encounter conditional

probability o~f detection estimate is of the order of

*(S/~)(t/i,)'exp(-9/T) where s is the time required for 3
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ooasuti. sccesesto occur and for this caso t can be

conideedto be the time in a range sector. For, the encounter

simlatonthat generated the data in Table 6,, bot'i s and r

are equal to 3 minutes and, for the ranqe sectors v.~th reasonable

map&le sizes,, t/-r is approximately equal to 2. This implies

that the 3-out-of-S values snhould be of the order of * (SE/a)~

which is consistent with Table 6. For imn encounter whoo~e lateral

range is 10 kilometers,, the length of tha range sector track

segments go from zero for a range of 100 kilometers to 13256

naters for the CPA range of 10 kilometers. For the nominal ping

cycle time of 60 seconds, the number of ping. in the CPA rangs

sector track segment is approximately 42. A table similar to

Table 6 is generated for the gausis-raarkov process for the same

encounter conditions.

Table 6 also suggests that, for a three minute relaxation

tize, the l-out-of-l criterion is .iuperior to the 3-oUt-Of-5
-3

criterion because of the increased probab~lity of detection and

the minimum decision delay. Howevrer, for an operational sonar

system, the false alarm probability would be significantly lower

for the 3-out-of -5 criterion given typical single return false

alarm probabilities.

-------
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single ping 1-out-of -' 3-out-of-5 range sector

*000 76000
.017 .047 .015 74000

*.130 -. 323 .127 72000
.130 ..192 .107 70000
.077 .180 .079 68000
.070 .119 .055 66000
.067 .249 .064 64000A 032 .028 .022 62000
.008 .026 .010 60000.0S.002 .003 .002 58000
.001 .007 .002 56000

S4.001 .007 54000
.002 .007 .002 52000
.004 .017 .005 50000
.005 .003 .005 48000
.005 .017 .003 46000
.003 .003 44000
.002 .007 42000
.002 40000
.007 .002 38000
.002 .007 36000
.002 .011 .002 34000
.002 .003 .002 32000
.001 30000
.002 .007 28000
.002 .011 .002 26000
.002 .011 24000

.005 22000
.001 .004 200004.18000
.002 .007 16000
.002 .007 14000
.002 .007 00 12000

_s.007 .111 .022 10000

Table 6. Range sector conditional probabilities of detection for
a single ping per sector, 1-out-of-i criterion and condition-al

probability of detection estimates for a lambda-sigma jump

proessanda -out-of-i criterion, a 3-out-of-5 criterion

-~ and a 10,000 meter lateral range. Range sector values are in

meters and zero probability values are not listed.
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Ippendix 1. Program Descriptions

The programs that were used to aompute encounter detection

probability estimates are listed in Appendix 2. The programs are

written itn BASICA and were run on an IBM-PC using QuickBasic

which is licensed by Microsoft Corporation.

i ~When a program is run, an initial prompt provides a choice

of either generating a file containing encounter probability

estimates or printing the data contained in a previously

generated file. When the program is used to generate encounter

probability estimates, additional prompts request parameter

values that are required to define an encounter.

.4
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AppaeiX 2. Program Listings

10 REM active gauss-markov lateral range function/range sector
probabilities
20 fl-"RSGH&.EAS"
30 DIN TL(50),,PP(20),NO(20) ,LR(20) ,CTA(20)4,1(150),Pl(150,20),
P2(150,20) ,lR1(150,20,Y1(150,20)
40 PIa4*ATN(1)
50 INPUT "generate file or print file (g/p)p;N$
60 IF N$-"G" OR N$-"gm THEN GOTO 230
70 IF NWP" OR N$-"p" THEN GOTO 80 ELSE GOTO 50
80 PRINT
90 ON ERROR GOTO 100: GOTO 110
100 RESUME 90
110 INU M Efile namr";A$
120 OPEN "I"f#1,A$
130 INPUT#I,RDSLTS,NLDITAUSIGW,LRMST,CTN3,NONO ,MB,B$,
P$,L
140 FOR J=1 TO L
150 INPUT#1, PP(J) ,LR(J),Ml(J) ,NO(J),CTA(J)
160 FOR I,0 TO 11(J)
170 IwMUT#1• PI(IJ),R!(IJ) ,1(I*J)
180 NET"T I
190 NEXT J
200 CLOSE
210 ON ERROR GOTO 0
220 GOTO 1440
230 PRINT
240 INPUT "maximum transmission loss tange (50000/100000)";MTLR
250 IF NTLR-500001 VMEN RI-1000 ELSE IF NTLR-100000! THEN RI=2000

".7-- t3ELSE GOTO 230
260 INPUT "transmission loss data entry (K-keyboard/D-disk)";A$
270 IF A$-PD OR A$-"d* THEN GOTO 400
280 IF A$r"KU OR A$-"k" THEN G4Y-O 290 ELSE GOTO 260
290 FOR i-l TO 50
300A$TR$ (*2000)
310 PRINT atransmission loss at "A$" meters (dB)": INPUT TL(I)

S 320 -NEXT I
-330 TL(O)-TL(i)
340 INPUT "transmission loss file name"um$
350 OPEN "O"# 11,B$
360 FOR I.0 TO '30
370 WRITE#l, TL(I)
180 NEXT I

390 CLOSE: GLj 490
•400 ON ERROR GOTO 410: GCOTO 420
410 RESUME (00
420 INPUT "transmission loss file name";B$
43n OPEN "I",#iB$
440 FOR 1-0 TO 5t
450 INWPI;I, TL(aL)
460 NEX'T I
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* 470 MWSI
480 ON VWOR GOTO 0
490 INPUT 'recognition differential (dB)N;RD
500 INPUT $'source 1evcl (dB)m;SL: INPUT *target strength (dB)"#;TS
510 INPU *noise level (dB)N;NL: INPUT "di.rectivity index (dB)";
DI
520 FOKwSLb+TS-NL+DI-flD: REM figure of merit530 INPUT "relaxation time tau (uinutes,, -1 for infinity) ";TAU
540 INPUT "sign& (dD)";,SIG
550 INPUT "relative speed (knots)"M~
560 IF W<-0 THEN PRINT fmust be greater than 0': GMT 550
570 WmW*18S2/60: REW relative speed in meters per minute
580 INPUT 0maximum lateral range (meters)"MRli
590 IF LHM>.S *MTLR TEEN PR114T "maximum is
+STR$(.B*XTLR)+" meters": GOTO 580
600 INPUT *lateral range stop (zeters)";S
610 IF ST>LRM THEN PRINT "maximum stop is "+STR$ (LRM): GOTo 600
620 L'INT(LRM/ST)
630 IF L,'20 T!IEN PRINT "minimum stop is *+STR$ (LTL'4/20): GOTO 600
640 INPUT "ping c~yttle time (secondel";CT: CTM-300
650 IF CT'CTM THEN PRINT "must be less than R+STR$ (CTM) +

ineconds": GOTO 640'I660 CTm-CT/60: REM ping cycle time in minutes
670 NSI(Q(TRKTR1%,TH//T REM number of pings to
CPA.
680 INPUT "pings, in detection c~riterion windoww;N8
690 IF NB>-2*N5 THEN PRINT "must: be l-t~s than "+STR$ (2*N5):
GOTO 680i ~ 700 IF N8<1 THEN SPRINT "minimum is 1I GOTO 480
710 INPUT "echoes reqpuired for detection";MS720 IF M8<1 THEN -PIN"iimmsi:GO 710
730 IF H8>N8 THEN PRINT "maximum is "+STR$(N8)ý GOTO 710
740 INPUT "repetit1ons";M3
750 IF N3<-0 THEN PRINT "must be greater than 0"t GOTO 740
760 INPUT "data file name";A$
770 LR-0
780 FOR J-1 TO L
790 LR-LR+ST: LR(J)-LR: REM lataral range

-. -800 YOmSQRIMTLR*MTLR-LRZ*LR): RDA distance -from3 CPA at encounter
start-

4810 TEtuYO/W: REM TE-time to CPA in minutes
820 NO-INT(TE/CT): IF NO-O TIM; N Olm: REM adjusted nurnber of
pings to CPA
830 CTA-TE/N0: REM( adjusted ping cycle tiza in minutes
840 DI14 SE(2iN0) ,P(2'NO) ,Y(2*N0) ,R(2*NO) ,f(2*NO)
850 TK--TE
060 FOR K-0 TO NO
870 R1-SQR(1R-*UR+W*W*TK*TK):? IN-~INT(R1/RIT) REM transmission loss
rage index

8980 SE~nQ-*Lf~
J 890 SE(K)-SE: T1(TK+CTA: R(K)=IN*Rl REM transmission loss range

for FOM 3

-t I
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900 NEXT K
910 FOR K-NO+1 TO 2*NO
920 SE(K)-SE(2*NO-K): R(K)mR(2*NO-K)
930 AM XK
940 P-0
950 FOR I-i TO N3
960 DIM 14(WT-1)
970 COSUB 2120
980 X'mSIG*Q
990 IF TAU --l G01X) 1020
1000 IF TAU-0 THEN P110=0: FAC=l: GOTO 1020
1010 RHO-EXP(~-CTA/T.'AU): FAC=SQR'1-RHO*RHO): REM qauss-markov
parameters
1020 FOR K=0 TO 2*NO
1030 XF K=0 OR TAU=-1 GCTO 1060
1040 GOSUB 2120
1050 X=SIG*FAC*Q+RHO*X
1060 XS1M=SE(K)+X
1070 IF K<=N8-1 TIM'~ J1=K: GOTO 1120
1080 FOP, J1=0 TO N8-2
1090 N(J1)=M(J1+l)
1100 NEXT Ji.
1110 i1=N8-1
1120 IF XSE>=0 THEN N(J1)=1 ELSE.M(J1)=0

*1130 S=0
1140 FOR J1=0 TO N8-1

* 1150 SinS+M(J1)
1160 NEXT JI

*1170 IF S>-MB GOTO 1200
1180 NEXT K

41190 GOTO 1210
1200 P-P+1: P(K)=P(K)+1
1210 ERAE M
1220 NEXT I
1230 PP(,J)=P/N3
1240 P1(G,J)=P(0): R1(0,,J)=R(0): Y1(0,J)=-YO

*1250 FOR I=1 TO 2*NO
1260 IF R(I)=R(I-1) THEN N(I)=N(I-1): P1(N(I),J)=P(I)+P1(N(I),J):

*GOTO 1310
*1270 N(I)=N(I-1)+1: P1(N(I),J)=P(I): R1(N(I),J)=R(I)

1280 IF LR>,R1(N(I),J) THEN Y1(N(I),J)=0: GOTO 1310
1290 YlNEXT J)SQRlNO(J~)=NO: CT(J)=OTA*60L
1300 IF Y1(N(I)lJ)<ABS(Y1(N(I-1),J)) THEN Y1(N(I),J)=-Y1(N(I),J)

ER3 MASE P,YRtN,SE

1360 WRITE#1,RDSL$TSNL,DI,TAU,SIG,W,LRMST,CT,N3,NO,N8,148,

1370 FOR J=1 TO L
1380 WRITE41, PP(J),LR(J) ,M1(J) ,NO(J) ,CTA(J)
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1390 FOR Iw0 TO 141(J)
1400 WRIMM#, P1(13) ,R.1(IIJ) ,Y1(I,J.)
1410 NEXT I
1420 NEXT J
1430 CLOSE
1440 PRINT
1450 INPUT "print encounter parameters (Y-yes/N-no) ";D$
1460 IF D$-HY" OR D$-"y" GOTO 1480
1470 IF D$-"Ng OR D$-"n" GOTO 1660 ELSE GOTO 1450
1480 LPRINT
1490 LPRINT "program file name 1p
1500 LPRINT "t~ransmission loss file name1,B
1510 LPRINT "recognition differential (dB) 00,RD
1520 LPRIINT "source level (dB) "ISL
1530 LFRNT "target strength (dB) "ITS
1540 LPRINT "noise level (dB) ",NL
1550 LRINT "directivity index (dB) ",DI
1560 LPRINT "relaxation time tau (minutes) ",TAU
1570 LPRINT "sigma (dB) 11$SIG
1580 LPRINT "relative speed (knots) ,W*60/1852
1590 LPRINT "maximum lateral range (meters) ",LRM
1600 LPRINT "lateral range step (meters) ",,ST
1610 LPRINT "ping cycle time (seconds) ",CT*60
1620 LPRINT "pings in detection criterion window ",N8
1630 LPRINT "echoes required for detection ",M8
.1640 LPRINT "repetitions ",N3
1650 LPRINT "data file name

-~ U1660 PRINT
1670 INPUT "print encounter probabilities (Y-yes/Nuano)";D$
1680 IF D$-"'Y" OR D$-"y" GOTO 1700
1690 IF D$-"N" OR D$-"n" GOTO 1780 ELSE GOTO 1670
1700 LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT: MPINT A$+" enicounter probabilities"
1710 FOR Jzl TO L

1730 LPRINT "lateral range L J
1740 LPRINT "probability of detection 10,PP(J)

17FO TLPRINT "adjusted ping cycle time (seconds) "CTAku)
1770 NEXT J
1780 PRINT
1790~ INPUT "print range sector probabilities (Y~yes/N-no,)";D$
1800 IF D$-"Y" OR D$rn"y" GOTO 1820
1810 IF D$-"N"' OR D$-~"n" GCTO 1930 EIZE GOTO 1790
1820 LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT A$+ range sector
probabilities"
1830 F~OR J-1 TO L
1840 LPRIWI': LPRINT
1850 LPRINT "lateral range 110 RJ
1860 MPINT "probability of detection ",PP(J)
1.670 LPRIN'T o"adjusted ping cycle time (seconds) "C'TA (J)
1880 LPRINT

) 1890 FOR I-0O TO 141(J)
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1900 LPRtIN? "P(wI") "PI(IIJ)/113 TAB(30) "RQ'I") -"R1(I,J)
TAB(60) "Y(81") -"Yl(I,J)
1910 NEXT I
1.920 NEXT J
1930 PRINT
1940 INPUT "print range sector conditional probabilities
(Y-yez/N-no) ~D$
1950 IF D$-"Y" OR D$-"y" GOTO 11970
1960 IF D$-"1I" OR D$-Nn" GOTO 2110 ELSE GOTO 1940
1970 LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRYT: LPRINT A$+" range sector conditional
probabilities"
1980 FOR J-1 TO L
1990 LPRINT: LPRINT

4 ~2000 LPRINT "lateral range "ILR(3)
2010 LPRINT "probability of detection "PP(J)
2020 LPRINT "adjusted ping cycle time (seconds) "CTA(J)

I 2030 MPINT
2040 DwN3
2050 FOR 1-0 TO 141(J)
2060 IF D-0 THEN P2(IIJ)a-0 ELSE P2(I,J)=P1(I,J)/D
2070 LP1RINT "P(NI"I) * P2(I,3J) TAB(30) "RQ'I") "Rl(I,J) TAB(60)

2080 IF D>0 THEN D-D-P1(I,J)
2090 NEXT I
2100 NEXTJ
2l110END
2120 RV ZfND: IF RV-0) THEN RV-2.8E-38
2130 IF RV-1 Th1MN RV-1-2.SE-38
2140 Q-SQRI-2*IOG(RV))*SIN(2*PI*HND): REM standard normal random
num~ber
2150 RETUIL

------

......
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10 REM active lambda-sigma lateral rangqe function/'range sector
probabilities
20 PS="RSIBA.BA234
30 DIN TL(50) ,PP(20) ,NO(20) ,LR(20) ,CTA(20) ,Nl(150) ,P1(l50,20),
P2(l50120) ,Rl(l50,20) ,Yl(l5020)
40 PI-4*ATN(1): RClu.88623: RC2-.21459
50 INPUT "generate file or print file (g/p) "IN$
60 IF N$="Gw OR N$-Og" THEN GOTO 230
70 IF N$iP"P OR N$-Opu THEN GOTO 80 ELSE GOTO 50
80 PRINT
90 ON ERROR GOTO 100: GOTO 110
100 RESUME 90
110 INPUT "file name";A$
120 OPEN 1w,*#1'A$
130 INPU #11 ROSLTSNLDITAUoSIGWLRJX,STCTN3,NCNS ,MS,
B$oC$,P~,L
140 FOR J1a TO L
150 INPUT#1, PP(J) ,LR(J) ,N1(J),,NO(J) ,CTA(3)
160 FOR I-0 TO 1(1(J)
170 INPUTO1, P`1(IJ)rRl(I*J),YI(IJ)
180 NEXT I

. .. .. .. .190 NEXT J
200 CLOSE
210 ON ERROR GOTO 0
220 GOTO 1520
230 PRINT

4½]240 INPUT "maximum transmi~ssion 1oss range (50000/100000)";NTUR
250 IF NTLR-500001 THEN RIem1000 ELSE IF MTUiLR-100000 THEN RI-2000
ELSE GOTO 230
260 INPUT "transmission lose d~ata entry (K-keyboard/D-disk)";&$

4 270 IF A$ui"Dm OR A$-*d" G0T0 400
280 IF A$=w"R OR AS-"kw GOTO 290 ELSE GOTO 260

* 290 FOR 1-1 TO 50
:.~:4300 A$mSTR$ (I*2000)

310 PRINT "transmiaziorn loss~ at *A$" meters (0B): INPUT TL(I)
320 14 NT 1
330 TL(0),TL(1)
340 INPUT *t ransission loss file n~ame"f$
350 OPEN " 0 " 10 1 ,B
360 FOR Xw*OTO 50
370 WRI~TE411 TL(I)
380 NEXT I
390 C .OSE: GOTO 520
400 ON4 MROR TO~ 410: GOTO 420
410 RE-SUMZ 400
420 INFUT "transmission loss file nama";B$
430 OPEN "i"1*i B$
440 FOR I-0 TO 50
450 TNPUTf1$ TL(I)
460 WLXT I
470 CLOS
480 ON ERROR GMT 0
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490 INPUT "signal exces8 distribution (Gmqaussian/Amrayleigh) ; C$

510 IF C$m*R" OR C$n"q" GMT 520 ELSE GMT 490

520 INPUT "recognition differential (dB)" P;lD
530 INPU *source level (dB)NiSL: INPUT "target strength CIB)N;TS
540 IBMU *noise level (dB)N;NL: INPU *directivity index (dB)";
DI

~ 550 FCK=SL+TS-NLr4D1"RD: REM( figure of merit
360 INPUT "relaxation time tau (minuates,, -1 for infinity)";TAU
570 INPUT Nsiq=5 (dB)"uSIG
580 flIPUT "relative speed (knots)";W
590 IF W<-0 THEN PRINT Nmust be greater than ON: COTO 580
600 Wi-W*1852/60: REll relative speed in meters per minute
610 INPUT "msaximum lateral range (noters)";LRM
620 IF WNK>. 8*XTIR THEN PRINT "maximum is "m+STR$ (.8*MTIU) +I *1 meters": GMT 610
630 INPUT "lateral range step (meters)";ST
640 IF ST>LRI4 THEN PRINT "maximum step is "+STR$(LRN): GOTO 630
650 ILNT(LRll/ST)
660 IF 1>20 TMEN PRINT "minimum step is *+STR$(LRN/20)+u meters":
COTO 630
670) INPUT "ping cycle time (seconds)";CT: CTN-300
686 IF CT>CT( THEN PRINT "must be loes than "+STR$ (CTN) +
" secandz3" GMT 670

. .. .. .. .690 CTwCT/60: REM ping cycle time in minutes
700 NS-INT(SQR(MTLR*NTLR-IJRW*LRM)/W/CT): REM number of pings to

~: CPA
710 INPUT Npings in detection criterion windov" ;Na
720 IF NB>mZf*K5 THEN PRINT *must bW less than W+$TR$(2*N5):
GMT 710
730 IF K8<1 THEN M~INT "mminimum is ill: SMT 670/ ~ 740 INPUT *echoes r~quired for detection" :N
750 IF M8<1 THEN Pflfl'T, "minimum is 1": GM~r 740
760 IF !48>NB THEN PRINT unaximum is w+STR$(N8): GOTO 740
770 INPUT~ Orspetitions";N
780 IF N3<-0 THUN PRIN'T "must be greater than 0": GOIN) 770

4790 INPUT 'ýdata file namlew;A$
800 L.Rw0
810 FMR J'wl TO L
820 11R-LR+ST: LU(J)-LR: R~M lateral range
330 YC mSQ1R(HTLR*MTL.,qLR*LR)*: REM distance from CPA at encounter
start

840 NOITv"/7) FN- HNN-o E dutdnumber of

870 DIN SE(2QN0) ,P(2*NO) ,Y(2*NO) ,R(2*NO) ,N(2*NO)
880 TK--TE
390 FOR K-0 TO NO
96~0 RW-SQR(LR*LR+W*W*TK*TK): IN-uINT(RI/RI) REM TL range index

A 910 SEu1?ON-2*TL(IN)
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920 83(K)w-sI Tl#4?K+C!&. R(K)wIN*flI RM trnmsion loss range
for IMK
930 MWI

* 940 FOR 1410+1 TO 2*00
* 990 83(1)usSE(2*K0mK): R(K)=R(2*N0-K)

960 NMXTI
970 PinO
9860 FOR 1=1 TO N3
990 DIN N(NO-1)
1000 Ir TAU-0 GOTO3 1050
1010 G08UD 2210
1020 IF TAUw-- GMT 1050

. ..... 1030 G08173 2270
1040 Nm-ThU*WJG(1-RV)/CTh: REX number of pings to the first jump
1050 FOR 1=0 TO 2*K0
1060 IF TAU-0 GOTO 1110
1070 IF UN OR TAD=-i GOTO 1120
1080 GOSUB 2270
1090 DRm-TAU*LOG(I-RV)/CTA

* 1100 H-N+DN: REM number of ping. to the next jump
1110 GOSUB 2210
1120 XSE-SE(K)+Q

......... 1130 IF 1(418-1 THEN 31-K: GOTO 1180
1140 FOR J1-0 TO NS-2
1150 J4(31)wN(31+1)
1160 hET3
1170 J1u'N8-
1180 IF XSB>m0 THEN 1(3)-i ELSE N(Ji)-0
1190 S-0

/1200 FOR J1-0 TO N8-1
1210 SuaS+H(Jl)
1220 NUXTJ1
1230 IF S>-XI8 THEN GOTO 1260
1240 NEWS K
1250 COTO 1270
1260 P-P+1: P(K)usP(K)+l

1280 NEXT I
1290 PP(J%-P/N3
1300 N(0)m0: Pl(O,J')-P(0): R.1(0,J)u'P.(0): Yj(0,J)r--y0

AV~~~ 1310 FOR I-1 TO 2 i4NI-NI1:P1NI,)-()P(NI,)
1320 IF R(I)-R(I-l)IS
GOTO 1370
1330 N(I)-N(I-1)+1: P(I)J)(I:R1(N(I)IJ)-R(I)
1340 XF tR>R1(N(I),J) TMi~ Y1(N(1),J)-0: GO-TO 1370
1350 Yl(N(I),J)-SQR(R1(N(I)3T)*Rl(N(I),J)-L-R*LR)I1370 NEXT I
1380 N1(J)wN1(2*NO): NO(J)-NO: CTA(J)m4("rA,*60
1390 ERASE P,YRNtSE
1400 NEXT J
1410 IF C$m*Gw OR C$-09 ThEN C$-"gaussianw: GO~TO 1430
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1420 C$w-rayleigh"
1430 OPVY 'O",#lDA$
1440 UITE1fle RDSLDTSNLDI,TMJSIGWLRXST¶.'CT#N3,N0,N8,
1NS5$#C$vP$vL
1450 FOR tT-1 TO L
1460 URITlil, PP(JT) LR(J) ,!4(J) ,UO(J) CTA(.T)
1470 FOR 1-0 TO KI(J)
1480 WR M #11 P1(IJ)rR1(ItJ)vY1(I,J)
1490 NEXT I
1500 NEXT J
1510 CLOSE
1520 PRIMT
1530 INPU7T "print encounter parameters ~£ys ul)"
1540 IF D$-*Y" OR D$-'y" GOTO 1560
1550 IF OWN"N ORl D$-Nn" COTO 1.750 ELSY2 GOTO 1530
1560 LPINT fl aeWP
1570 LFPtINT Oprogramfienm11$
1580 LPRINT "transmission lose file n.;-ze
1590 LPRIIIT 'signal excess distribution
1600 LPRINT Orecognition differential (05) *,-RD
1610 MPINT "source level (05) NISL
1620 LPR~h' 'target strength (dB) "ITS
1630 MPINT unois, level (dB) ,N

1640 WPRINT "directivity index (ds) ,DI
1650 LPRIWT "relaxation tiuia tau (minutes) pA
1660 LPRIXT Onigua (dB) ,I
1670 LPRINV 'relative a-pead (kimz:,tz) "W*60/1852

M ~ ~ ~ " 160"Rh maximuw lateral rea~e (asetrs) Ll
1690 MPINT ulateral range stop (mel'-ers) * ST

1700LPRIT "ping cycle tiuve (seconds) ,T6
1710 LP1RINT. 'ping. in dotwt~ion ariterion window 0,N8
1720 LPMNT "echioes requL'e*i for datection mm
1730 LPRINT "repetitions # N3
1740 ZJPRNT "data file &aw , A$
1750 PRI-NT
1760 INPUJT "uprint encounter probabilities (Y-yes/N-~no) * 7D$
1770 IF D$'"Y" OR~ D$'O'v" GOTKO V90
1780 IF D$-'N" OR Z$ O~ 1870 ELS-13 GOTO 1770
1790 MPINT1: UPRXNT:. LMIMI !MRWi~A+ Ocnter probabilities"

S.- 1800 FOR J-1 T~J L
1610 MPINT: M'INT
1820 MPINT Olateral range ,LR (J)
1830 LPRINT *probability of detection ,PP(J)
1840 ISPRINT "adjusted ping cycle time (seconds) *CTA(J)
1850 LPUINT

2..1860 NEXT zi
1870 MT"rnt range sector probabilities (Y-yea/N-no)";D$

1890 IF D$-"70 OR a$-"yU0 GM0X 1910
1900 IP D$-"NO OR D$ft'n' GO~S 2020 EL$E GOTO 1880
1910 LFINT: LP~InT: LMU~T: LPRINT A$+'m ra~nge sector



1920 FOR J-1 TO L
1930 LPRINT: LPRXNT
1940 W1ZINT "lateral range NoL'R(J)
1950 LPXMT "probability of detection NP(r
1960 LPMIbi *adjusted ping cycle time (seconds) 11,CTA(J
1970 LPRINT
1980 FOR 1-0 TO K1(1()
1990 MPINT OP(*Iw) - "PI(I,J)/N3 TAB(30) OR(OIO) -"R1(I,J)
TAB(60) "Y("Iw) - "YI(11 J)
2000 NET I
2010 MWEX J112020 PRINT
2030 INPUJT "print range sector conditional probabilities
(Y-yes/Mrnno)'*; D$
2040 IF D$-"YN OR D$-wyw GOTO 2060
2050 IF D$w"N" OR D$'~nw GOTO 2200 ELSE GOTO 2030
2060 LPRIn1T: LPRINT: LPRIN: MPINT? A$+" range sector conditional
probabilities"
2070 FOR J=1 TO L
2080 LPRINT: LPRINT

- ~ 2090 LPRINT "lateral range ",,LR(J)
2100 LPRINT "probability of detection IPPMJ
2110 LPRINT *adjusted ping cycle tine (seconds) O6 CTA(J)

-~**2120 LPR!NT
2130 D=N3
2140 FOR 1-0 TO Ml(1()
2150 IF D-0 THEN P2(I,J)-O EWSE P2(I,,J)-P1(I,3)/D
2160 LPRNT "P("Iw) - 6P2(I,J) TAB(30) OR("IO) a'"Rl(I,,J) TAB(60)
"*Y(*I") - Y J
2170 IF D>0 THEN D=D-Pl(I,J)
2180 NEk'T I
2190NEX'T J
2200 END

A2210 GOSUB 2270
2220 IF C$-"Gw OR, C$-mg" GOTO 2250
2230 CtwI*RISR-O(V)/Q(C) REN random signal axcess

2 part
2240 RETURN

2250 QSGSR(-2*LOG(RV))*SIN(2*PI*RND)* REX random signal
e ceos part
2260 RE~TURN
2270 RV-R1Nt): IF RV-O THEN RV-2.8E-3
2280 IF RV-1 THEN RV-1-2.SE-~38
2290 RESiJRN

--
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Appendix 3.* A Heuristic Argument

The following heuristic argument applies to the lambda-sigma

jump procms&. suppose that SE is constant over a tine interval

of length t. Then, the occurrence of a jump during the interval

that is sufficient for conditionally classifying an echo as an

echo (a success) is determined by a Poisson process with rate

*(SE/a)/r. In addition,, suppose #(SE/o) is small enough so

that the probability that one success will occur in the interval

is approximately *(SE/o).(t/rT). (If this expression is equal to

.1,, the probability of one success in the interval is .0905 and

the probability of two or more successes-in the interval is

.0047.) The probability that the time to the first Jump

following a success will be greater than or equal to s is

exp(-s/iT). This implies that the probability of a success in

the interval after which the random component of the signal

rr excess is constant for a time at least equal to a is

approximately *(Ea.tr.x(sr. This expression is a

maximum when r s . Let s be the time required for k

consecutive retux-no and let t be a time greater than but of the

order of the time required for n consecutive returnts. Then,

given that the signal excess at the beginn of a time interval

of length t is loss than zero, the above suggests that for a
k-out-of -i criterion the conditional probability of detection

during the interval wiill have a maximum for Yv in the

neighborheod of a if *(SE/v).(t/r).exp(-s/i') is small and a

is Qufficiently snaller than t. This suggests, for Tr in the
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neighborhood of a, that the range sector conditional
probabilities for an encounter will have a maximum and

onsequently the detection probability for the encounter will

have a maximum also.

As r becomes small, *(SE/a) (t/i).exp(-s/r) will become

greator than one and the approximation described above clearly

does not hold. In this case, giver the signal excess at the

beginning of a time interval of length t is less than zero, the

conditional probability of detection during an interval

approaches the probability of 3 or more successes of out of 5

independent trials where the probability of success is D(SE/a).

As T becomes large, the probability of the random

i component of the signal excess changing during an encounter
becomes small and in the limit the random component of the signal

excess will be a constant value during an encounter and the

signal excess can be represented by SE + X where the value of

X is determined at the beginning of the encounter. In this

case, if SE + X is greater than zero for 3 returns out of 5

during an encounter, detection will occur, otherwise it will not.

For the encounters that were considered, for both small and

large values of r, the conditional probabilities of detection

for the range segments of an encounter appear to be dominated by

those for r in the neighborhood of 3 minutes.
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